Exercise tolls the bell for key mediators of low-grade inflammation in dysmetabolic conditions
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Abstract

Metabolic conditions share a common low-grade inflammatory milieu, which represents a key-factor for their ignition and maintenance. Exercise is instrumental for warranting systemic cardio-metabolic balance, owing to its regulatory effect on inflammation. This review explores the effect of physical activity in the modulation of sub-inflammatory framework characterizing dysmetabolic conditions. Regular exercise efficaciously suppresses plasma levels of TNFα, IL-1β, FFAs and MCP-1, in dysmetabolic subjects. The increased levels of IL-10, IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra), and muscle-derived IL-6 contribute to lower the sub-inflammatory state. Resting IL-6 levels are decreased in trained-dysmetabolic subjects. On the other hand, the acute release of muscle-IL-6 seems to exert a regulatory effect on the metabolic and inflammatory balance. In fact, muscle-released IL-6 is presumably implicated in fat loss and boosts plasma levels of IL-10 and IL-1ra. The improvement of adipose tissue functionality, following regular exercise, is also critical for the mitigation of sub-inflammation. This effect is likely mediated by muscle-IL-15 and IL-6 and partly relies on the browning-inducing activity of exercise. In obese-dysmetabolic subjects, training is shown to restore gut-microbiota health and this mitigates the translocation of bacterial-LPS into bloodstream. Finally, regular exercise can lower plasma advanced glycated end-products. The articulate physiology of circulating mediators and the modulating effect of the pathophysiological background, render the comprehension of the exercise-regulatory effect on sub-inflammation a key issue, in dysmetabolism.
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1. Introduction

A variety of factors comprising environmental agents, gut-microbiota health and nutrition concur to determine whole-body metabolic balance. Persistent states of inflammation in conditions, like chronic inflammatory diseases, negatively impact on systemic insulin sensitivity leading to the increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes (T2D) and other cardio-metabolic disturbances [1]. Circulating pro-inflammatory mediators form a molecular network capable of regulating glucometabolic balance, representing the connection between inflammation and metabolic disturbances [2]. Low-grade inflammation is defined as a subtle increase of circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines [2]. Growing evidence demonstrates that chronic low-grade inflammation is instrumental in the development and progression of chronic metabolic conditions [3–5]. Conversely, pharmacological mitigation of sub-inflammatory background is capable to re-establish glucometabolic homeostasis [6–8]. At the organ level, cytokines allow the communication between resident cells as to ensure on-site inflammatory stability and tissue correct functionality [9]. Systemically, organokines and cytokines are instrumental for mediating the signaling between tissues and regulating immune system cells trafficking and activation. On the other side, they regulate key pathways modulating inflammatory balance and insulin sensitivity in targeted tissues [9]. Dysmetabolic conditions including insulin resistance, T2D and metabolic syndrome are typically associated with physical inactivity, incorrect dietary habits and obesity [9–11]. Untrained skeletal muscles of obese-dysmetabolic individuals express an inflammatory diabetogenic phenotype, which influences systemic inflammatory balance [9]. In obesity and T2D, white adipose tissue releases pro-inflammatory mediators affecting gluco-metabolic homeostasis by altering liver and muscle functionality [2,9]. On the other hand, in trained subjects, the energy substrates turnover is optimized, and an array of muscle-released biomolecules act positively on the inflammatory milieu [2]. In this perspective, physical activity can represent a suitable strategy for the prevention and/or treatment of a range of metabolic diseases and conditions associated with systemic inflammation [12–15].
This review considers the cardio-metabolic protection offered by exercise through its anti-inflammatory and immune-modulatory effects.

2. Exercise modulates the network of mediators implicated in low-grade inflammation

It is unclear whether inflammation represents a predisposing factor rather than a consequence of metabolic disturbances [16,17]. Exogenous factors such as physical activity, nutrition and environmental determinants modulate tissues’ functionality and the pattern of circulating mediators, influencing the degree of systemic inflammation [2,18]. Moderate exercise is often associated with reduction in markers systemic low-grade systemic inflammation [19], circulating leukocytes [20] and it is currently seen as a viable strategy to improve metabolic status in chronic inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases [13,19]. Exercise exerts its regulatory activity on low-grade inflammation by i) lowering the pro-inflammatory state secondary to sedentariness induced by untrained muscles and adipose tissue dysfunction ii) stimulating muscle secretion of active metabolites impacting on glucometabolic/inflammatory homeostasis; iii) ameliorating the functionality of tissues involved in metabolic/inflammatory regulation. IV) restoring euglycemia. All these determinants are reciprocally influencing within a highly interconnected network.

3. Adipose tissue-muscle crosstalk in inactive subjects promotes low-grade inflammation

Low cardiorespiratory fitness and physical inactivity are associated with a higher prevalence of cardiovascular diseases and increased mortality rates among individuals with dysmetabolic disturbances [21]. Physical inactivity represents the background condition leading to adipose tissue expansion and functional impairment [21,22].

Adipose tissue stores the energy surplus in the form of triglycerides (TGC) [18]. In addition, it functions as a crucial metabolic regulator [18]. An array of molecules mediate the crosstalk of adipose tissue with brain, liver and muscles, coordinating an intricate network regulating whole-body inflammatory/metabolic balance [9,18,23]. The optimization of TGC storage, in adipose tissue, is critical for the maintenance of a correct metabolic homeostasis [18,24,25]. Physical inactivity and nutrition excess enhance TGC storage. Adipocytes TGC accumulation over a certain threshold activate intracellular stress- apoptosis pathways conductive to inflammation. Such changes lead to adipose tissue inflammation and dysfunction [18,24]. The tight interplay between adipocytes and resident macrophages contributes to impair adipose tissue function and fosters the shifting toward a pro-inflammatory cytokine pattern (i.e., IL-6, TNFα, FFAs, MCP-1) [18,23]. The spillage of adipocyte- and macrophage-released mediators from adipose tissue into systemic circulation is strongly implicated in the development of systemic low-grade inflammation [18].

Untrained muscles have probably an active role in determining the systemic metabolic and inflammatory status in sedentary-obese subjects [9,21,26,27]. In obesity and T2D, myocytes become dysfunctional and produce proinflammatory cytokines in response to increased circulating FFAs challenge [26,28]. In healthy adults, muscle unloading during bed-rest studies has been associated with a muscle tissue shifting toward a pro-inflammatory phenotype (figure 1) [29,30]. The basal activity of nuclear transcriptional factor NF-κB activity was found to be higher in both obese/non-diabetic and T2D subjects compared to healthy lean control [30,31]. Like other tissues, skeletal muscle harbors different resident immune cells, which augment in pathological conditions [9]. Recent evidence shows an accumulation of macrophages within muscles, in obese-sedentary and T2D individuals [9,26,32]. Interestingly, the accumulation of macrophages is positively correlated with BMI and the degree of systemic insulin resistance [26,27], suggesting that adipose tissue dysfunction in obesity probably influences muscle inflammatory homeostasis and vice versa (figure 1). This last finding is corroborated by the augmented TNFα overexpression in skeletal muscles of sedentary obese/insulin-resistant subjects [26]. Of note, intra-muscular TNFα overexpression seems to be only dependent on muscle-
resident macrophages [26]. These findings underpin that muscle inflammation, secondary to obesity and inactivity, may have a role in the development of systemic insulin resistance [33]. Inflamed muscles of inactive subjects show less insulin sensitivity and may contribute to alter whole-body metabolic/inflammatory balance by decreasing gluco-lipidic clearance [9,34]. It is also presumable that the pro-inflammatory shifting in phenotype and secretome in sedentariness/obesity, might enhance systemic sub-inflammation [26,32,35]. On the contrary, the practice of continuous exercise potentially reverts this condition (figure 1).

4. Exercise-regulated mediators improve metabolic homeostasis

The practice of constant exercise positively influences the pro-inflammatory background in cardio-metabolic conditions (figure 1). Part of this modulating activity is attributable to a variety of muscle-released cytokines and metabolites, during or after exercise [36]. Different investigations demonstrate how trained muscles release molecules with autocrine, paracrine, or endocrine activity, potentially influencing the systemic inflammatory background [2,34,36]. Metabolites released by myocytes and muscle-resident immune cells, in response to physical activity, play an active role in the amelioration of insulin sensitivity, lipids oxidation and adipocyte differentiation (table 1).

4.1 Exercise uncovers a metabolic-regulatory activity of IL-6

Circulating levels of IL-6 are strongly associated with chronic inflammatory diseases and cardio-metabolic disorders [37,38]. IL-6 activates the suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 (SOCS3), which inhibits cell insulin signaling [39]. High levels of IL-6 in dysmetabolic subjects induce hyperinsulinemia, glucose intolerance [40,41] and insulin resistance in skeletal muscle [42]. Adipose tissue-derived IL-6 can suppress hepatic insulin sensitivity and promotes hepatic steatosis [39,40,43,44].

The effect of exercise on IL-6 levels suggests a multimodal activity of the cytokine, mainly depending on site of secretion and pathophysiological context (table 1). This would also be consistent with recent insights highlighting a homeostatic role of IL-6 rather than an exclusive pro-inflammatory/diabetogenic activity [45,46]. For example, some evidence suggests that IL-6 can act as a driver for TH2 lymphocytes and M2 macrophages polarization, in obesity [47]. In addition, IL-6 signalling, in hepatocytes and in macrophages, mitigates systemic inflammation and ameliorates glucose balance [48].

Empirical evidence demonstrates that exercise induces an acute increase of IL-6 [36,49,50]. Noteworthy, this is most likely beneficial for gluco-metabolic health. In healthy subjects, the acute infusion of IL-6 at concentrations, mimicking post-exercise levels, was shown to enhance GLUT-4 translocation and improve insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscle [51]. Exercise-induced IL-6 has been shown to stimulate glucagon-like peptide-1 secretion from intestinal L-cells and pancreatic B-cells [46]. Exercise-induced muscle-IL-6 targets adipose tissue [52] where stimulates lipolysis and the loss of adipose mass [45,52]. Conversely, the knockout of IL-6 [53] or the blockage of IL-6 signaling [45] blunts the lipolytic effect of exercise [45,53]. Similarly, the ameliorating effect of exercise on hepatic steatosis is suppressed upon IL-6 knock-out [53]. Other insights support a potential anti-inflammatory effect of the exercise-induced IL-6 release. Indeed, an acute dose of IL-6 stimulates the production of the anti-inflammatory IL-10 and IL-receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) in humans [50,54]. TNFα levels decrease upon exercise-induced increase of IL-6 [36]. Both the exogenous infusion of IL-6 and the ergometer cycling, in healthy subjects, are capable to inhibit endotoxin-driven upregulation of TNFα [55].

On the other side, in randomized-controlled trials carried out on sedentary [56], obese and T2D subjects [19,22,57,58], the practice of regular exercise is associated with a decrease of IL-6. Interestingly, the decrease in IL-6 seems to pair with an augmented expression of cytokine within the muscle [58]. On this point, some evidence shows that muscle-derived IL-6 suppresses adipose tissue macrophages accumulation, diminishing adipose tissue inflammation [42,59] and stimulating glucose uptake and fatty acids oxidation in myocytes.
In contrast, adipocyte-secreted IL-6, leads to macrophage infiltration and M1 shifting in adipose tissue [42]. These suggestions lead to hypothesize that exercise stimulates an overall reduction of immune cells/adipocyte-derived IL-6, while preserving muscle IL-6 secretion. Further, IL-6 is typically upregulated only for a short time-frame after a session of exercise; on the contrary, regular exercise reduces basal IL-6 production as well as the acute IL-6 plasma response upon exercise [36]. Thereby, the improvement in adipose tissue functionality upon exercise together with the effect of continued physical activity may account for the lower basal IL-6 levels recorded in dysmetabolic subjects, undergoing training. Altogether, these insights indicate that IL-6 effects may depend upon: i) the physiological context and the presence of obesity or metabolic alterations ii) exercise intensity and training length iii) secretion pattern (chronic or acute) iv) the site of production; v) the parallel increase of other mediators [42]. On this last point, evidence shows that the blockage of TNFα transcription, pairs with a significant decrease in IL-6, suggesting that IL-6 grows parallelly or in response to TNFα [60]. In this sense, IL-6 function seems to be highly dependent by the network of circulating mediators and the overall systemic pathophysiological status [42,61].

Another factor possibly accounting for IL-6 multimodal activity is the differing stimuli/pathways regulating its secretion in single cell types. In immune cells, for example, TNFα induces IL-6 secretion following activation of the NF-κB cascade [36]. Conversely, in the skeletal muscle, IL-6 secretion is stimulated by augmented cytosolic Ca²⁺ and the activation of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase, calcineurin or lactic acid, during contraction [36]. Furthermore, in pro-inflammatory conditions such as autoimmune disease or severe obesity, plasma IL-6 elevation pairs with TNFα [60]. Indeed, the concurrent arise of IL-1β and TNFα seem to be pivotal for determining the beneficial/negative activity of IL-6 [36]. On the contrary, plasma TNFα level is downregulated following the exercise-induced increase of IL-6 [36].

Lastly, the different activation of signaling in target cells may contribute to explain the bimodal function of IL-6. In the classical activation, IL-6 binds to IL-6 receptor-a/IL-6 family signal transducer (IL6-Rα/IL6ST) complex at the plasma membrane [62]. Conversely, the trans activation is mediated by the interaction of IL-6ST with a soluble-IL6-Rα-IL-6 complex [62] and activates cells not expressing IL-6 receptor. Both signaling pathways induce downstream activation of the JAK1–STAT3 pathway [48,62]. However, while the classical pathway is responsible for the shifting toward the anti-inflammatory M2-macrophage phenotype [48] and suppression of macrophage accumulation and insulin resistance [48], the trans pathway, stimulates the macrophage infiltration in adipose tissue [63]. Han et al. found that a similar switch toward the activation of trans pathway occurs in animals lacking muscle IL-6 [42], suggesting that exercise-induced IL-6 probably activates the trans signaling in muscles.

### 4.2 Exercise increases IL-10 and IL-15 levels

IL-10 is classified as an anti-inflammatory cytokine [64]. IL-10 induces macrophage anti-inflammatory shifting via inhibiting of mTOR and optimizing mitochondrial status and oxidative metabolism. These changes are associated with a lower activation of NRLF and diminished IL-1β secretion [64]. IL-10 inhibits the production of TNFα by immune cells [65], elicits a suppressive effect on MHC-II [66], and mitigates its activation through inhibiting cathepsin S via activating STAT3 signalling [67]. Furthermore, IL-10 promotes the switch to M2-anti-inflammatory macrophages, in injured muscle [68].

IL-10 expression is increased in trained muscles of exercised rodents [69] and its plasma levels typically increase after prolonged exercise [2,70]. In the study of Dageviren et al., mice overexpressing IL-10 showed less muscle inflammation and higher glucose uptake and were relatively protected from developing obesity-induced insulin resistance [71]. Conversely, the ablation of muscle-specific IL-10 receptor induced insulin resistance [71]. Of note, the secretion of IL-10 partly accounts for the acute anti-inflammatory of IL-6, as above suggested [54]. Several studies on humans demonstrated that prolonged sessions of training are capable of inducing a significant elevation in IL-10 plasma levels in healthy subjects [70]. Similarly, in T2D-affected subjects, exercise was demonstrated to elicit a sustained IL-10 increment in systemic circulation [72].
**IL-15** is a myocyte-derived factor secreted in response to exercise. Although its role is still a matter of study [73,74], IL-15 seems to be determinant in the regulation of inflammation [75], muscle–adipose tissue crosstalk and adipose tissue functionality [9,73,76]. IL-15 also ameliorates muscle insulin sensitivity, through activating JAK/STAT3 pathway [76]. IL-15 may improve muscle glucose homeostasis and oxidative metabolism in an autocrine/paracrine fashion [76]. Indeed, IL-15 administration was shown to improve insulin sensitivity in mice [77]. IL-15 is typically lower in obesity [78] and muscle derived IL-15 seems to be negatively associated with adipose tissue mass in humans [79]. IL-15 is thought to mediate the suppression of muscle TNFα and its negative metabolic effects in patients affected by chronic conditions with high inflammatory status [80] or T2D [81].

In mice undergoing an acute bout of endurance exercise, muscle and plasma expression of IL-15 increased significantly [82]. This effect is probably due to an muscle AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) activation, upon exercise [82]. IL-15 was also shown to augment muscle lipid oxidation and gene expression of PPARδ and PGC-1α/β, in trained mice [82,83]. In healthy humans, a significant increase of IL-15 was reported in interventional studies [84,85]. However, the dynamics of circulating IL-15 during exercise has been not exhaustively characterized [73,85]. In a randomized-controlled trial, in obese-dysmetabolic subjects, continuous training was shown to reduce circulating IL-15 [58]. As for IL-6, probably the pathophysiological context affects IL-15 dynamics; other variables such as adipose tissue dysfunction and training duration concur to determine IL-15 overall plasma levels. Of note, IL-15 growth seems to typically occur after an acute session of exercise, whereas prolonged exercise does not affect its levels [85]. Furthermore, IL-15 activity is also regulated by the concentrations of its soluble receptor, which determines the actual availability of its active fraction (*free* IL-15) [76]. This body of evidence suggests IL-15 as possible key-player in the regulation of metabolic/inflammatory status. Nevertheless, IL-15 needs be further characterized to clearly understand its physiological role in dysmetabolic-exercised subjects.

### 4.3 Exercise downregulates key pro-inflammatory mediators

**TNFα** is increased in chronic inflammatory diseases [86] and represents a key-player in the development of peripheral insulin resistance and gluco-metabolic imbalance [60,87–89]. TNFα is responsible for the activation of NF-κB and c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), which inhibit IRS1/2 [90]. TNFα also induces insulin resistance in pancreatic β-cells [91] and interferes with lipidemic balance [92] by altering hepatic gluco-lipidic and decreasing lipoprotein-lipase activity [92]. Mechanistic studies in humans indicate that acute elevations of IL-6, IL-10, and IL-15, induced by exercise, exert part of their anti-inflammatory effects by inhibiting circulating TNFα [55,65,81]. Exercise is thought to enhance insulin sensitivity via the inhibition of TNFα [45]. High intensity exercise resulted effective in the mitigation of TNFα release upon endotoxin stimulation from human monocytes, *ex vivo* [93]. Regular physical activity decreases TNFα mRNA and protein expression in the skeletal muscle of rats [69]. An acute bout of exercise in HFD-fed obese rats induced a significative reduction of TNFα levels [94]. Similarly, a single session of exercise was capable to suppress the endotoxin-induced augment of circulating TNFα in mice [95] and humans [55]. In randomized-controlled trials in healthy [96] and dysmetabolic subjects [97], training was shown to be effective in lowering circulating levels of TNFα, likely by stimulating the production of its soluble receptor [97].

**IL-1β** plays a pivotal role in determining adipose tissue inflammation, glucose balance, and the development of T2D [7,8]. IL-1β suppresses IRS-1 and AKT and UCP-1 expression, in adipose tissue [98–100]. The knocked-out for IL-1β receptor prevents the development of glycemic perturbations [101]. Conversely, the inhibition of IL-1β is able to restore glucose homeostasis in T2D subjects [8].
Exercise induces a significant increase in IL-1ra [49,102]. IL-1ra can inhibit IL-1β signal transduction [103] and it was demonstrated to downregulate the glycolytic cascade in pro-inflammatory T helper 17, thus limiting their activity [104]. Thereby, the increase in IL-1ra, may contribute to protect against IL-1β negative effects on insulin sensitivity [54]. Experimental investigations on rodents seem to confirm a suppressive effect of exercise on IL-1β [94,105]. Intense treadmill running over 7 weeks reduced concentrations of IL-1β in adipose tissue [105]. Similarly, an acute session of swimming was found to reduce IL-1β serum levels in HFD-fed, obese rats [94].

In morbid obesity and T2D, the lack of insulin signal [18,106] enhances chronic FFAs release from adipose tissue [106]. FFAs activate macrophages [27] and trigger the expression of IL-6, MCP-1 and TNF in adipose tissue [26,27] and in myocytes [28,107]. Adipose tissue-released FFAs propel liver insulin resistance and inflammation via activating TRLs-NF-κB and JNK signalling [44,106,108]. Conversely, FFAs reduction improves insulin sensitivity [109]. Further, the coexistence of elevated levels of FFAs and hyperglycemia promotes pancreatic β-cells failure [110].

Exercise reduces adipose tissue mass, improves its function and intrinsic inflammatory status (see section 5) [111]. This is likely to improve insulin sensitivity and may help mitigating lipolysis and the chronic release of FFAs into circulation in obese-dysmetabolic subjects [112]. Different studies demonstrate that regular exercise lowers plasmatic FFAs in subjects with obesity and hepatic steatosis [113] or cardiovascular disturbances [114], indicating that trunk adipose tissue accumulation, is associated with FFAs plasma levels [114]. The augmented clearance of FFAs from the bloodstream [115], secondary to regular exercise, potentially contributes to blunt muscle and liver functional impairment in obese-T2D subjects, hence ameliorating gluco-metabolic homeostasis. Indeed, training was demonstrated to help control circulating FFAs independently of body weight changes [116]. In an elegant randomized-controlled trial, Salomon et colleagues demonstrated that FFAs and peripheral insulin resistance diminished significantly in obese subjects undergoing a 3-month training. Intriguingly, the exercise-induced improvements on both markers occurred independently of weight loss and FFA turnover, thus probably being dependent upon increased muscle FFA oxidation [116].

**MCP-1** is a monocyte chemotactic factor likely representing the negative pathway in the adipose tissue-muscle interplay [117]. MCP-1 is typically higher in obese-dysmetabolic subjects and correlates with the degree of visceral adiposity [18,117,118]. Adipose tissue-derived MCP-1 reduces glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity and is implicated in the development of liver steatosis [118]. Circulating MCP-1 impairs myocytes insulin signalling [117] and reduces insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in myocytes through ERK1/2 activation. Some evidence indicates that MCP-1 expression in skeletal muscle grows after a bout of exercise [31,119], probably as an adaptive response to muscle stress after exercise [120]. In a recent intervention on healthy subjects, a slight increase in MCP-1 was recorded after 2 weeks of moderate training [56]. The study showed a positive correlation between the increase in abdominal glucose uptake and MCP-1 levels, suggesting a possible role of muscle-derived MCP-1 in the enhancement of adipose tissue insulin sensitivity. Although intriguing, muscle MCP-1 secretion and its systemic effects are still poorly characterized [26,31,121]. Experimental models demonstrate a decrease in MCP-1 circulating levels, following exercise, in both health and dysmetabolic conditions [58,94,96,122]. An acute session of exercise in obese HFD-fed rats induced a decrease in MCP-1 [94]. In randomized-controlled trials, prolonged training was demonstrated to decrease in MCP-1 plasma levels in healthy [96], obese-insulin resistant [58,123] and metabolic syndrome-affected subjects [124]. In this last intervention, MCP-1 reduction was statistically correlated with adipose tissue mass decrease. This is in line with findings demonstrating that the reshaping of adipose tissue function, following exercise, lowers MCP-1 [22,96,122]. In this sense, exercise modulation of adipose tissue may be critical for regulating plasma MCP-1 levels in dysmetabolic subjects.
Table 1. Table showing the potential effects of exercise on principal mediators involved in the regulation of metabolic homeostasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediator</th>
<th>Pro/anti-inflammatory Effect*</th>
<th>Metabolic effect elicited*</th>
<th>Effect of Exercise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT-IL-6</td>
<td>Leucocyte infiltration in WAT Liver inflammation</td>
<td>Liver, SM and WAT insulin resistance. Stimulation of WAT release of FFAs</td>
<td>Chronic training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM-IL-6</td>
<td>Immune cell tolerance Inhibits WAT macrophage accumulation Suppression of TNFα</td>
<td>Lypolysis and lipid oxidation in SM WAT Increased glucose uptake in SM Browning of WAT</td>
<td>Acute exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-10</td>
<td>TNFα and MHC-II suppression Macrophage anti-inflammatory setting Inhibition of IL-1B release</td>
<td>Control of peripheal insulin sensitivity Inhibition of liver steatosis</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM-IL-15</td>
<td>Not defined/immunoregulatory?</td>
<td>WAT loss, lipolysis Increases SM oxidative capacity Increases Insulin sensitivity Decreases WAT dysfunction</td>
<td>Acute exercise Chronic training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL1-ra</td>
<td>Antagonization of IL-1 activity? Limits T helper-17 activity</td>
<td>Increased insulin sensitivity? β-cells protection</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNFα</td>
<td>M1 shifting Immune cell infiltration Immune cell activation</td>
<td>Peripheal insulin resistance β-cells insulin resistance BAT whitening Liver steatosis</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1B</td>
<td>Increase of NF-κB expression in adipocytes and immune cells</td>
<td>Peripheal insulin resistance β-cells inflammation BAT whitening</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFAs</td>
<td>Macrophage activation M1 shifting Liver and SM inflammation</td>
<td>WAT, SM and liver insulin resistance Liver steatosis β-cells inflammation</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP-1</td>
<td>Macrophage infiltration</td>
<td>WAT and liver insulin resistance Peripheal insulin resistance</td>
<td>Chronic training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


* The metabolic/inflammatory effects of mediators reported remain not completely defined.

§ The effects are referred to non-muscle MCP-1.

5. Exercise ameliorates low-grade inflammation by mitigating adipose tissue dysfunction

Both untrained muscles [29] and excessive abdominal adiposity are associated with systemic inflammation, hyperglycemia, and insulin resistance [9,18]. The reduction of adipose tissue mass, secondary to regular
Exercise, associates with lower levels of MCP-1, IL-6, FFAs and TNFα in obese-dysmetabolic subjects [112,114,116,123]. This suggests that, part of the regulatory activity of exercise on low-grade inflammation results from the re-tuning of adipose tissue mass and functionality [22] (figure 1). Regular exercise directly decreases adipose tissue mass through augmenting energy expenditure and stimulating glucose and triglycerides (TGC) disposal from bloodstream [9,112]. As mentioned, cytokines produced by trained muscles probably mediate, to some extent, the reduction of adipose tissue mass [45,52,53]. Muscle-derived IL-6 stimulates lipolysis [45,51,53] and FFAs oxidation via activating AMPK in adipocytes [51]. Conversely, the inhibition of IL-6 outweighs the effect of exercise on adipose tissue loss [45,51]. Experiments in mice models show that exercise-derived IL-6 prevents obesity and stems hepatic TGC storage [53]. In mice, the complete absence of IL-6 leads to develop obesity over the course of growth; this condition is partially reversed by the administration of exogenous IL-6 [125], denoting a direct regulatory effect of muscle IL-6 on adipocytes (figures 1,2). In this light, it is plausible that the regulatory effect on adipose function may account for the chronic reduction of IL-6 levels observed in trained dysmetabolic subjects [19,22,58], as previously elucidated.

Brain-derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) is another muscle-secreted active metabolite hypothesized to enhance fat oxidation in adipose tissue [126], thus contributing to regulate adipose tissue expansion. Regular exercise improves white adipocyte functionality and inflammatory state [111,127]. It was shown to reduce macrophage accumulation [22] and promote the shifting toward M2 phenotype [128]. Exercise also suppresses the production of in-lococ TNFα [129] and IL-1β [105], thus fostering adipose tissue shifting toward a non-inflammatory phenotype [111]. In a recent randomized-controlled trial, the concentration of CD36+ macrophages and TRL2, IL-8 and TNFα in adipose tissue of exercised-obese women were significantly diminished following continued exercise [111]. The optimization of energy balance and TGC storage in adipocytes probably underlies the anti-inflammatory effect of exercise on adipose tissue [58]; the improved oxidation of energy substrates mitigates adipocytes hypertrophy and the cascade of events leading to adipose tissue dysfunction [18]. However, as above illustrated, muscle-derived mediators (e.g., IL-6, IL-15, BDNF) seem to have a role in this respect. A recently-discovered exercise-induced metabolite -meteorin-like protein- (METRNL) is likely to improve inflammatory conditions and insulin sensitivity in adipose tissue in obesity and dysmetabolic conditions [130].

Exercise can also influence adipose tissue metabolic/inflammatory homeostasis via enhancing the browning of white adipocytes [24,131]. The white-shifting of brown adipocytes increases adipose tissue inflammation [131]. Conversely, brown and mitochondrial-rich white adipocytes (brown-like or beige) improve glucose and FFAs clearance from bloodstream [24,132] and elicit an anti-inflammatory and immunoregulatory activity [133,134]. The regular practice of physical activity, upregulates metabolites such as METRNL [135] and irisin [136], which induce the brown-shifting of white adipocytes [127], thus ameliorating adipose tissue homeostasis [18,24,131]. Embryonic evidence from mice studies suggests that also exercise-induced IL-6 is possibly implicated in the browning of white adipocytes [53,137]. In addition, exercise-induced mediators such as hepatic FGF21 [138] seem to contribute to this process, in humans.
Figure 1. Effects of inactivity (A) and Exercise (B) on the modulation of muscle-adipose tissue crosstalk and low-grade systemic inflammation.

AT IL-6: Adipose tissue-derived IL-6. SM IL-6: Skeletal muscle-derived IL-6.

6. Regular exercise lowers plasma LPS concentration by improving gut-microbiota health

Growing evidence underpins the association of systemic inflammation [139], obesity and dysmetabolic conditions [140] with dysbiosis, higher gut-epithelium permeability and local infiltration of immune cells. In rodents, the suppression of immune-mediated inflammation in the gut, decreases adipose tissue inflammation and insulin resistance [141]. As for systemic inflammation, it is unclear whether inflammation represents a cause or rather a consequence of dysmetabolic conditions and obesity. The disruption of proper colonocytes-microbiota interplay drives systemic inflammation [142] and adipose tissue dysfunction [143,144]. Of note, incorrect nutrition habits and diets per se predispose to gut microbiota ecotype switch and augmented gut permeability [145]. On the other side, obesity seems to be associated with increased gut permeability independent of dietary changes, suggesting that the adipose tissue-induced systemic sub-inflammation might influence gut functionality [146] (figure 2). Therefore, obesity-driven inflammation may modulate intestinal epithelial and resident immune cells toward a pro-inflammatory phenotype [48]. This would increase gut permeability, allowing the translocation into circulation of pro-inflammatory molecules such as bacterial-LPS, [142] oxidized FFAs and antigens [143,144,146]. Such mediators sustain systemic inflammation [142] by activating innate immunity [147], inducing M1-macrophages polarization [148,149] and adipose tissue inflammation [150–153]. Chiefly LPS, via binding TRLs, is responsible for the stimulation of pro-inflammatory pathways in adipocytes, macrophages and different cell types [142]. Higher LPS plasma levels are demonstrated to be associated with systemic metabolic impairment [142,150].

Exercise exerts a rebalancing activity on gut inflammation and functionality [139,154]. Regular exercise prevents the risk of developing inflammatory bowel conditions [154] and physical activity was shown to be effective in reducing COX-2 expression in the duodenum and ileum of HFD-fed animals [155]. This regulatory activity of exercise is probably related to: i) the exercise-mitigating effect on low-grade inflammation and
adipose tissue accumulation (which impair gut functionality) [155]; ii) the positive effects of exercise on gut-microbiota milieu. On this last point, growing evidence suggests that exercise can remodulate the ratio between beneficial and pro-inflammatory phyla [139,156,157]. Exercise augmented microbiota diversity in HFD-fed dysmetabolic mice and ameliorated gut-barrier integrity [140,155]. Voluntary running improved microbiota composition and N-butyrate concentration in the gut lumen of leans mice [156], boosting mucosal health. Interestingly, changes of microbiota upon exercise seem to occur regardless of type of diet consumed [155], which discloses an independent and effective action of exercise. In humans, the practice of constant exercise increased diversity and abundance of _Faecalibacterium prausnitzii_ and _Akkermansia muciniphila_ [157], which are thought to be relevant for the maintenance of a health intestinal ecosystem. Of note, the microbiota switch was paired by a decrease in adipose tissue mass [157], indicating that adipose tissue-related inflammation could be implicated in the negative modulation of microbiota, and _vice versa_. As mentioned, the restoration of gut permeability, in dysmetabolic subjects, lowers the translocation of bacterial antigens and LPS from the gut lumen [142]. An observational study of Lira et al. demonstrated that trained subjects show lower concentration of plasma LPS compared to sedentary individuals [158]. In HFD-fed mice, the practice of regular moderate-intensity training successfully decreased LPS levels [140]. Similarly, in intervention studies on dysmetabolic individuals, continuous moderate-intensity exercise was sufficient to mitigate LPS translocation in the bloodstream, lowering its plasma concentration [97,159].

7. **Exercise can control the formation of advanced glycation end-products**

Circulating advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) function as potential stimulators of systemic inflammation [160] and likely contribute to the genesis of obesity [161]. AGEs are considered as both the cause as well as the consequence of insulin resistance and T2D and represent a common pathophysiological soil of such metabolic disorders [17]. AGEs endogenous formation is primarily propelled by hyperglycemia and augmented levels of oxidative stress [160]. AGEs-receptors are located on a variety of cell types including immune cells, adipocytes, and hepatocytes. AGEs binding their specific receptor RAGEs or to specific receptors such as CD36 and AGE receptor 1 [17]. The binding of AGEs elicits the activation of the nuclear Ras–mitogen-activated protein kinase and transcription factor NF-κB and the production of pro-inflammatory and chemo-actants responsible for the recruitment of immune cells and the build-up of inflammation [17]. In skeletal muscle, AGEs activate pathways conductive to protein degradation and impairment of AMPK and AKT signaling [162].

Exercise, by activating muscle glucose uptake, contributes to glucose balance and to enhance glycemic control in humans [163], blunting the formation of AGEs. The higher energy requirement, in trained organisms, diminishes the availability of glycating intermediates deriving from glycolytic (glucose-6-phosphate; fructose-6-phosphate) and polyol (fructose-3-phosphate; 3-deoxyglucosone) pathways [13,164,165]. Higher levels of Inflammation and the activation of immune cells represent a potential trigger for the increase in oxidative stress. In this sense, the control of systemic inflammation exerted by exercise, could contribute to lowering circulating AGEs [166] (figure 2). In interventional models, training was indeed shown to efficiently decrease AGEs in obese-diabetic rodents [164,167]. Similarly, in humans, the practice of regular exercise was demonstrated to be effective in lowering AGEs levels in chronic inflammation [166] and soluble RAGEs in obese-dysglycemic patients [165].
Figure 2. Synoptical scheme showing the potential role of exercise in the modulation on the main pathways regulating systemic inflammation and gluco-metabolic balance. 
AT IL-6: Adipose tissue-derived IL-6. SM IL-6: Skeletal muscle-derived IL-6.

8. Conclusion

Circulating mediators form an articulated network of signaling, which is instrumental for whole-body metabolic regulation. Sedentariness, nutritional excess, and poor lifestyle habits promote the functional impairment at key-metabolic sites such as muscle, adipose tissue, and the gut. The cytokine interplay between dysfunctional organs reverberates systemically inducing alterations in cardio-metabolic homeostasis. Exercise is capable of directly or indirectly acting upon the equilibrium of key pro-inflammatory metabolites involved in the development of low-grade inflammation, thus warranting systemic metabolic health.

We outlined plausible lines of explanation for the positive effects elicited by exercise, in dysmetabolic conditions. However, these mediators show a high complexity. Different regulating molecules need to be further characterized in their physiology. In addition, factors such as exercise intensity, time-duration, and the pathophysiological background influence the extent by which exercise can be favorable against low-grade inflammation. The knowledge on this topic is constantly enriched by novel data from cutting edge research, both on humans and animals. Future investigations may be resolving some pathophysiological uncertainties in the discussed model (figure 1A).
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